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SCSC Service Assurance – WG Meeting 2 

27 April 2017, Adelard LLP, London 

Minutes and Actions 

Attendees 

Mike Parsons (MP) – NATS, Jose Faria (JFa) - Safe Perspective Ltd, Simon Scutt (SS) - Thales, Jane 

Fenn (JFe) (by phone) - BAE, Philippa Ryan (PR) - Adelard, Sean White (SW) - NHS Digital, Andrew 

Scott (ASc) - NATS, Kevin King (KK) – BAE, Kevin Holland (KH) (part) - NHS Digital. 

Apologies 

Alan Simpson (AS) – Ebeni, Craig Harris (CH) – Leidos, Katrina Attwood (KA) – University of York, 

Catherine Menon (CM) – Imperial College 

Agenda 

1. Review Aims & Scope of the WG 

2. Scoping Inputs – Service Context 

3. STAMP/STPA and Service Assurance 

4. NHS ITIL Presentation 

5. Collected Service-Oriented War Stories 

6. Service Analyses update 

7. Skeleton of Guidance Document 

8. WG Meeting and Communications Schedule 

 

NOTE: All comments or opinions in these notes are attributed only to individual attendees of the 

meeting, not to their respective organisations. 

[Note that actions are presented in the form N.Mx where N is the meeting number, M a reference 

number for the action raised in that meeting and x is an optional letter that differentiates related 

actions arising from the same discussion point]. 

1. Review of statement of the problem 
The group reviewed the problem statement and agreed the contents. It was noted that the group 

need a consensus on the definition of a service. 

2. Scoping Inputs 
SS noted that modular arguments are not on the agenda and this is surprising. It was noted that this 

topic might be included within a new “Systems of Systems” working group, which is being planned. 

The group agreed that some guidance on this issue needs to be included in the SAWG final 

document and that detailed guidance is likely to be different for a services assurance case. 

Discussion of straw man “The Service Context for Service-Based Safety Assurance” 
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The group discussed the “straw man” document [1] provided by CH and ASi, but unfortunately 

neither of the authors were present. It was noted that the service examples list is very IT oriented. It 

was suggested that maintenance services, and bigger things, e.g. “A ship” should be included in the 

list. 

KK noted that the service provider might be producing the safety case and hazard analysis – and this 

can be generic and re-usable. The service provider is accepting the risk in this scenario. ASc noted 

that it’s not clear exactly which of the risks are being transferred e.g. financial not just safety related 

risk. MP thinks this is the essential issue, about pushing down the risk to another supplier. SW noted 

that the services concept in health IT (not medical devices) is very immature. Big suppliers have 

more rigour and been in the game longer and the providers rarely take ownership of the risk in the 

health domain. SW thinks that a clinical device, e.g. radiotherapy machine, can be bought as a 

service (where the provider is responsible for availability and maintenance). SW will talk to 

colleagues about this. MP is keen for tangible examples to present.  

Action 2.0 [SW] Talk to colleagues about potential examples of medical devices procured as 

services  

Action 2.1 [All] Comment and feedback to MP on the strawman “The Service Context for Service-

Based Safety Assurance” [1].  

Service Level Agreements 

MP stated that the structure of SLAs and structure of Safety Arguments do not overlap well.  This 

was agreed. JFe said that SLAs can be part of the safety case – and captured in the interface between 

two modules. What evidence is there? SLA’s will have a target, typically availability “%age”.  

ASc noted that your safety case cannot change, i.e. you cannot rely on it any more even if you pay 

for a higher level of service, as it may not be delivered (actual reliability or availability may be no 

better, even if you pay more, [sometimes a supplier may offer exactly the same service, but bank the 

extra money to pay out for future claims if the SLA is broken]).  ASc noted that it seems 

unreasonable to pay a provider more and have them not change their behaviour . It was suggested 

that the consumer (i.e. the organisation contracting the service provider) could do a “wrapper” to 

the service perhaps.  SS asked whether the consumer needs a safety extension to the SLA. JFa noted 

that safety is not reliability. JFe noted that there is always a failure rate described in a safety case 

contract and that there is always a lack of 100% guarantee in the evidence provided. 

Action 2.2 [ASc] Examine safety requirements of service contracts at NATS 

ASc outlined a typical module contract on the whiteboard [5, 6]: 
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It was noted that if our dependencies have increased then we want more guarantees that they are 

met. SS noted that the SLA doesn’t reflect everything that you need, just some KPIs. For example, 

the consumer/user might want the service provider to turn up to Safety group, and this wouldn’t be 

in the SLA, it would be in a separate contract. JFa noted that you need to understand the impact of 

not meeting the SLA. SS asked what happens when you handover the SLA negotiation to the 

commercial people? MP wondered whether we can do a failure analysis of the SLA. SS suggested 

specifying what a service shouldn’t do as well as what it should.  

3. STAMP/STPA and Service Assurance 
JFa presented his slides [2] and gave a brief overview of STAMP. This considers a safety system as a 

control structure, where we need to enforce the safety constraints to avoid safety issues. First he 

presented an overview of STAMP, showing how a safety system can be viewed as a control structure 

where we need to enforce the safety constraints to avoid safety issues. The presentation includes 

the “big picture” (slide 7) and control loop (slide 6). On the “big diagram” JFa has considered what 

happens if you put “Service design” on LHS (System development) and “Service operation” on RHS 

(System operations) (slide 11). Slide 12 considers how to wrap ITIL boxes onto the system. It was 

noted that this diagram represents services provided at point of delivery (i.e. at this point in the 

lifecycle). Slide 13 onwards expands this model to consider multiple services. SS noted that there 

might be hierarchy of services. JFa believes this is the reality of what we need to examine as a group. 

It was also noted there may also be multiple consumers of a service.  He gave some examples of how 

the “process model” went wrong.   
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ASc noted that group shouldn’t just take system analysis and replace the word “system” with 

“services”. MP noted the need to express what is different in a service world. It was agreed the 

guidance should be provided for both service consumers and service suppliers. 

Action 2.3 [All] Review STAMP/STPA slides and feedback comments to MP or JFa.   

4. NHS ITIL Presentation 
KH gave an ITIL overview presentation [3]. He mentioned an NHS system developed originally for 

booking people in, but it quickly became much more important for e.g.  identifying patients. KH was 

part of the authoring team.  

ITIL is a lifecycle (slide 6). KH noted that the Service strategy phase is often forgotten. Service design 

phase includes security, and whether service is “fit for purpose and fit for use”. Safety would appear 

in the Service Design Package – including considering impact of an incident and some risk analysis. 

He stated that SLAs don’t have a consistent framework. Service Design Package is the first hook for 

safety to be included in ITIL and safety should be an early consideration during this phase.  

MP asked how safety could be forced on the service provider. SW noted that in the health domain if 

the providers don’t provide safety assurances they don’t get the contract. In the NHS they do some 

independent checks on the suppliers.  

There are checks and balances when moving through the lifecycle phases. There is a Common 

Assurance Approach – e.g. “you will have considered safety”. This allows a service provider to say 

how they will do it, rather than the consumer mandating a particular approach.  

An example system is for e-prescribing services:  this passes on prescriptions from doctor’s surgeries 

to dispensaries. MP stated that the doctor still owns some of the risk (e.g. incorrect prescription) so 

there is a balance. Incidents – there is a safety officer to take ownership if there has been a safety 

problem. Traceability kept through the service desk. They can broker a conversation. Interesting 

point: provider will underestimate things to reduce impact of SLA penalty. Change management 

issue: if you ask to see everything then providers might not bother to tell you.  

NHS application of ITIL includes incidents management, and there is a safety officer to take 

ownership if there has been a safety problem. Traceability from an initial incident to the safety 

officer is kept through the service desk. In discussion it was noted that the provider will under 

estimate things to reduce impact of SLA penalty. There is also a practical change management issue 

– if you ask to see everything then providers might not bother to tell you about some changes 

because of the overhead.  

KH believes that DevOps is the new model which will take over from ITIL. In DevOps there is one 

team moving from user requirements to development to supporting it.  Another new model is SIAM 

– Service Integration And Management.. 

Action 2.4 [KH] Send some relevant white papers to the group on these new topics (DevOps, 

SIAM) and also an ITIL introductory overview.  [See references [7-12] at end of this document] 

KH noted that the ITIL hooks are useful – helps us to find out how an IT supplier can provide things.  
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5. Collected Service-Oriented War Stories 
KK presented a number of war stories that are kept on the BAE intranet for staff to review. This was 

started partly in response to Haddon Cave and is to promote learning from incidents. Some can be 

shared outside to support general safety culture. A summary of some potentially revealing incidents 

is provided in [4]. For example, some involve maintenance and training (e.g. fire suppression system) 

and these can be considered these as elements of service.  

The was a discussion of the problems of setting and understanding requirements and specification 

on a provider. It was noted that we need some other “war stories”. JFe described a story about 

parachute packing which might fall into this category. 

The group agreed that there was a need for some other “war stories”. One example is the Hatfield 

rail summary suggested by PR.  

Action 2.5 [PR] Produce summary of service aspects of Hatfield Rail Accident 

Action 2.6 [JFe] Produce “Parachute Packing” story summary 

MP we want services to be bought in – however we are not in position of defining them well enough 

[to produce the required assurance].  

6. Service Analyses update 
See above. 

7. Skeleton of Guidance Document 
It was agreed that a guidance document skeleton needed to be developed. The Data guidance can 

be used to provide hints on how to structure the document. It was agreed that a joint introduction 

would be included. In addition, there will be the service management side – for the providers, and 

also guidance from the consumers side. The concept of SMS for Services will be included.  

Action 2.7 [PR] Produce first skeleton Guidance Document 

8. WG Meeting and Communications Schedule 
The next meeting is on 21st June at NATS Brettenham House in central London: 

http://scsc.org.uk/e513  

A subsequent meeting will be mid-September. 

9. AOB, etc. 
ASi noted that the MOD group is interested in the output of this WG. 
  
It would be useful to ask whether companies will financially support the group or partially. 
 

10. Specific Actions Update 
1.3 [JFe] Ask whether there is specific guidance from local sub-contractors on contracting. Closed. 
They use HAZOP, but for services instead. Some keywords not applicable but depends on the type of 

http://scsc.org.uk/e513
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service. This is availability of service of their aircraft. MoD put in contract that there was a Service 
Hazard Log. 
 
Action 2.8 [JFe] Consider producing a sanitised version of the information on local sub-contractors. 
 

11. Thanks 
Thanks to PR for taking the minutes and actions. 

Thanks also to Adelard for hosting the meeting. 

12. Summary of Open Actions 
Ref Owner Description Action 

1.2 MP, CH, 

JFe, ASc 

Rework assurance properties + language + context of 

them 

Ongoing 

1.5 All Everyone to find war stories related to services Ongoing 

1.7 KK See if someone from BAE could explain how the service 
contracts work in their situation 

Ongoing 

2.0 SW Talk to colleagues about potential examples of medical 
devices procured as services 

 

2.1 All Comment and feedback to MP on the strawman “The 
Service Context for Service-Based Safety Assurance” [1]. 

 

2.2 ASc Examine safety requirements of service contracts at NATS  

2.3 All Review STAMP/STPA slides and feedback comments to 
MP or JFa 

 

2.4 KH Send some relevant white papers to the group on these 
new topics (DevOps, SIAM) and also an ITIL introductory 
overview 

[See references [7-12] 
at end of this 
document] 

2.5 PR Produce summary of service aspects of Hatfield Rail 
Accident 

 

2.6 JFe Produce “Parachute Packing” story summary  

2.7 PR Produce first skeleton Guidance Document  

2.8 JFe Consider producing a sanitised version of the information 
on local sub-contractors. 
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